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What my Ba said to me:  “Aren’t you an ordinary man? 
 

  31                                   
Ddt.n    n=i           bA         =i                     n        ntk       is         s 
said to me        Ba     mine               not    thou  indeed  man? 
                                                                                  Τhe answer “yes” is expected. (Grammar §491.3) 

 
"Are you not a man? (Lichtheim, Faulkner) 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

        Are you pray an Ankhti? 
 

                              32            

        iw         =k              tr                    
          are      you          pray           an Ankhti  
                                                      a “Viable” 

                                                   a god by birth 
                                                                Ηere the answer “no” is expected. (Grammar  §491.3) 

Are you not alive? (Lichtheim & Shupak)          
Indeed you are alive, (Faulkner) 
Art thou… whilst thou livest? (Wilson) 

You are alive, (Nederhof) 

 
 

Comments on the term “Ankh”,  i “Ankhti” 
                                                                             

According to the Wörterbuch the term   is used basically for “the living ones”, as 

contrasted to the deceased, but it is also used for “the men” in general. 

However, when used as a noun: , the Ankhu    it refers only to the 

aristocracy, the patricians, the gods ( born Ankh or Ankh by birth was an  

epithet for gods and Kings). Thus, the expression , provide with life the 

Ankhu refers to a part of the humanity and not to all men alive, as it also happens with the 

expression , the Ankhu upon earth, which obviously refers to those gods that 

are on the earth (there were gods in , , the place of the cool 

waters, in  , the West (bank) and also in  ,   , the 

residence of the heavens). 
 

, means the city of the Ankhu and , the house of the Ankhu. 

Osiris is called , ,  Lord of the Ankhu (The Egyptologists teach that 

Osiris is the “God of the Dead” but translate this title of him as “Lord of the living”).   
 

, , means thou art an ankh (now) as , , means thou art 

come. “You were not here before”, “You were not an Ankh before”. 
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Here follows an example with the term , pure, clean (old perfective ): 

 

Pyr. §837                                

                     wab               =k                wab                 kA =k 
                    pure             thou             pure              ka  thy            
                                             
Translated by James Allen:  become clean, let your ka become clean 
 
 

Pyr. §839                                    

            wab                 kA =k 
                  pure thou art                      pure              ka  thy            
                                         
 

Translated by James Allen:  you are clean, your ka is clean 
 

A person who was not an , , could be recognized as such by the tribunal, by the Ankh

judging gods, and be then called an  Ankhti.

The gods belong to the  race by birth. A passage in the Coffin texts, in Faulkner’s 

translation, reads: 
 
Thus said Atum: Tefenet is my living daughter, and she shall be with her 

brother Shu; ‘Living One’  is his name.                             (The Coffin Texts, Spell 80 §32b) 
           

Said Atum                                                     

                         sAt           =i           pw         anxt t(i)          tfnt 
                     daughter     mine          is          Ankhti         Tefnut 
       
     _____________________________________________________________________   
 
 

                                                     

     wnn      =s       Hna              sn         Sw          anx         rn        =f  
     exists   she      with   (her) brother     Shu         Ankh     name     his 
 

Tefnut is not the living daughter of Atum;  Atum had no dead daughters for a distinction to 

be required. And Shu is not a Living one; his name/identity/title is Ankh, a word that could 

have been used to name those who were gods by birth.  
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Since the term viable in Egyptian was most probably based on the root  , life, and 

differed from the term living only in the non-appearing in the script vowels, it is best for the 

translation to distinguish between all people alive and those deserving the epithet  or 

by calling them viable. Moreover, those found pure by the judging gods were actually deemed 
viable since the non-pure ones were exterminated. 
God by birth is also an appropriate translation since there is no word bearing that meaning. 
Most gods were gods because they had been recognized as such at the Judgment, but they 
were actually the offspring of a father who was a god and a mother who was a non-god. 
It was said of the Pharaoh Teti that he lived on his fathers…   

                                       

                                                 it(w)                =f 
                                               fathers              his 
 

…who were gods, and that he fed on his mothers…                   

                                            (no god determinative sign ) 

                                    mwt(w)  =f 
                               mothers   his 
 
…who were non-gods. His god fathers, however, were supposed to have been born by a 
goddess mother thus having both parents of the race, tribe, clan, group or family of the gods.  
 

A sentence, in spell 875, VII 82 of the Coffin Texts, reads in Faulkner’s translation: I go out 
into the day in my living shape.  

 

                              
    pri         m        hrw       m           irw        [i]          anx 
 pass       into    light    in        form     [mine]   Viable 

 

 , , therefore is, in this case, a term naming certain form, certain appearance ankh
of the man.  

Since  , Passing into light  means Being 

vindicated the above sentence should be read as I am vindicated in my 
ankh form.   
 
 

  
One more phrase worth mentioning is a formula familiar from letters to the dead which is 
found in Spell 825, VII 26, of the Coffin Texts:  
 

Your conditionn is that of an Ankh       
 

                               

         iw          xrt            =k         m          anx  

       is       condition     yours      as          Ankh 
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The goal of the man in the plot of the “Dispute” text is to be recognized as a Viable, to be given 
the title of Viable. He believes that he deserves that title but he knows he can only have it 
through the procedure of his personal judgment and thus he cannot answer “yes” to the second 
question above and, apparently, that is the reason for the Ba asking him next why is he 
bothering with Viability, with the status of the aristocrats, in the way that men of wealth do:  
 

Back to the “Dispute” text                                                        Column 32 
 
What do you gain by being concerned about Ankh status like a possessor 

of wealth? 
 

                           33       

   ptr           km    =k             mHy           =k      Hr         anx         mi     nb           aHaw 
what is   profit yours          being        you  about      Ankh        as    lord      of wealth     

                                      concerned                            status 
 

What do you gain by complaining about life like a man of wealth?  (Lichtheim) 

What do you gain when you worry about life like a possessor of wealth?  (Shupak) 

but what do you profit? yet you yearn for life like a man of wealth?  (Faulkner) 

What is thy goal? Thou art concerned with [living] like a possessor of wealth?  (Wilson) 

What do you achieve if you are concerned about life like a possessor of wealth? (Nederhof) 
 

Why is it that so many translators all these years failed to realize that in the passage above the 

term , ankh, cannot signify life?  

Do rich people complain about life, as per Lichtheim, or yearn for life like they do not have the 
means to enjoy it, as per Faulkner?  
To the translators, the Egyptian mortuary literature is just magical nonsense. In the same way 

they translate as “life”,  as “dead” and  as “soul”, without a second thought, they 

translate the term  which means “gods’ words”, as “magic”.  

 

God Thoth comes amply endowed with divine words.  

 

                                                   
     ii         irf           dHwty         mH          apr           m               HkAw                         
 comes  indeed     Thoth     fully   provided    with     divine words 
                                                       (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Any, Ch..23, plate 15, line 2)(5/84) 
  

Then let Thoth come, full and equipped with Words of Power. (P. Le Page Renouf) 

Thoth comes fully equipped with magic. (Thomas G. Allen) 

Come then, Thoth, filled with [and] provided with charms. (Budge) 

Thoth comes indeed, filled and equipped with magic. (Faulkner) 

 
Translators seem to forget that they are handling the oldest texts of humanity! 

______________________________________________________________________  
 
Second speech of the Ba; Columns 30 - 33. Resulting translation 
 

What my Ba said to me:  “Aren’t you an ordinary man? 
Are you pray an Ankhti (an aristocrat)? 
What do you gain by being concerned about  ankh status like reach people do?” 
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I said “I will not get away (from it)      
 

.. 33                  

      Dd  =i          n            Sm             =i          
   saιd I        not     go away         I   
 
I said: “I will not go (Lichtheim)  

I said: “I have not gone, (Faulkner) 

I said: “I have not departed (Wilson) 
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In column 7 the verb Sm is used in the sense of get away from, avoid, evade, escape: 

 

7                                             

       imi             Sm              bA      =i           aHa         =f  n=i        Hr    =s 
      Not       to go away          ba     mine.  To attend   he on me    in     it  

  
Apparently, getting away from judgment is meant and while it seems reasonable for the Ba to 
have a choice to attend somebody else’s judgment or not, it appears not reasonable -to our way 
of thinking- for a man to have such a choice when it comes to his own judgment. 
From a passage in Utterance 262 §334, however, we are informed that Pharaoh Unas did not 
attend his own judgment because he passed from the house of his Ba and made arrangements 
for a note to be send to the judging gods. The same information we get from other passages 
too: 

Atum himself who watches over the many faces which are in the sky, 
(even he) whose shape is invisible, who wards off the Tribunal on 

my account. 
                                                                                                                    (Faulkner, The Coffin Texts, Spell 507, §92) 
 

He (the king) will not be excluded (from going into the West), and there is nothing 
through which he can be excluded; there will be no session on him 

in the Tribunal of the God. 
                                                                                                        (Faulkner, The Pyramid Texts, Utterance 258 §309) 

                                                                     

            n        Hms      =f        m         DADAt            nTr     
         No    session   his      of     assessors    of the god 
 
Here, in the text of the “Dispute”, the man responds to the advice of the Ba not to worry about 
improving his social status by saying that he does not intend to skip judgment. This line of 
thinking provides meaning to the opening clause of column 34 right below. 
 

  
 

is that (the chance to improve one’s social status) to be neglected?  
 

34                          

      iw           nfA            r            tA 
     is          that         to     the ground 

 
as long as this is neglected. (Lichtheim) 

(even though) that is on the ground. (Faulkner) 

As long as these things are neglected. (Wilson) 
 

In column 37 (see below) nfA, that, refers to the West.   
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Assuredly, by running away there would be no assembling for you.             
 

                                           35     

        nHmn tw               Hr                 tfyt                  nn               nwit    =k 
assuredly   you        by          running away      not          assembling you 

 
surely, if you ran away, you will not be cared for (Lichtheim) 

Indeed, you leap away, but you will not be cared for.  (Faulkner) 

He who carries (men) off forcibly will take, without caring about thee  (Wilson) 
 

In this context (mortuary literature) assembling or reassembling is the expression used for the 
transformation of the common man into a viable, a god. Parts of the body of the man are 
considered as having been substituted by parts of gods’ body or that the man is assembled or 
reassembled with members of gods’ body. In other words, there would be no assembling 

for you means you would not be transformed into a god and as only the judging gods 
can realize the transformation, he who skips judgment, he who runs away from judgment, loses 
his chance for transformation. 
____________________________________________________________________________  

 

Every prisoner says:   “I will seize you, 
 

                    36                    
       xnri               nb       Hr       Dd            iw     =i       r           iTi       =k 
   prisoner       every    on    saying       am    I      to       seize    you 

 
Every criminal says, I shall seize you“ (Lichtheim) 

Every prisoner says: I will take you,  (Faulkner) 

(like) any criminal saying I shall cary thee off, (Wilson)                                                                                   
 

The man, as an  , is a prisoner himself.  The s had to pass through gates in order to 

go out into the light as viables . 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

for you are an mt but your identity (name) is that of a viable” 

 

                                        37     
  iw           grt          =k             mt           rn =k              anx             
 are    moreover   you               name yours     viable  

 

Faulkner insists on suppressing the proper determinative sign   of the term   by 

transliterating as above: . 
 

Though you are dead your name lives. (Lichtheim) 

but you are dead, though your name lives. (Faulkner) 

For thy (fate) is still death, (though) thy name may live. (Wilson) 
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It appears that the man is trying to convince his Ba by letting him know that his comrades, his 
co-prisoners, already recognize him as a viable and are jealous of him.    

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Yonder is the place for settling down, the guide of the heart;  
the West is home. 
 

        38                            

     st         nfA            nt          xnt              afd          nt      ib         dmi          pw       imnt 
  place    that         of         rest          lead        of  heart   abode        is      West 

 
 Yonder is a resting place attractive to the heart; the West is a dwelling place, (Faulkner) 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________             

       
       Xnt             qs                     
    Voyage           ….. 

___________________________________________________________________ 
If my Ba listens to me, (that) I [possess] no wrong figure 
 

39                       40              
      ir     sdm      n =i        bA        =i         n        […]         =i            btA                  
     if  listens  to me      Ba    mine    not       …          I        wrong         likeness 

                                                                                                                                     image 
If my Ba listens to me without malice (Lichtheim)                                                                        figure 
If my guiltless soul listens to me (Faulkner) 
If my soul, which is innocent, will listen to me (Wilson) 

 

The term  has been totally obliterated by the translators!

_____________________________________________________________  

 
(and) he agrees with me; he will succeed in reaching the West 

 

                   41  

       ib =f         Hna  =i        iw  =f           r         mar 
 heart his    with me    iw =f  r mar = verbal construction he shall be successful                                     

                                                                                                he shall be happy                                                                     
its heart in accord with me, it shall be happy, (Lichtheim)  
and its heart is in accord with me, it will be fortunate, (Faulkner) 
and its heart agrees with me, It will be fortunate (Wilson) 

_________________________________________________________ 

 
I shall make him reach the West like one of those who live in there 

 

                                                   
  rdi   =i         pH     =f        imnt         mi       nty     m                              
make  I        reach   he    the West     like    one in there                   
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I shall make it reach the West like one who is (Lichtheim) 
for I will cause it to attain the West, like one who is (Faulkner) 
(Then) I shall make it reach the West like one who is (Wilson) 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

whose pyramid stands, a survivor, over his grave 
 

42                    43  

     mr       =f             aHa  n                 Hry-tA             Hr         qrs   =f    
pyramid his        stands          survivor      over   burial his 
 
in his tomb, whose burial a survivor tends (Lichtheim) 
in his pyramid to whose burial a survivor attended (Faulkner) 
like one who is in his pyramid at whose burial a survivor has stood (Wilson)  

                       

It seems that both the man’s and Ba’s chances to reach the West depend on the form,  

, of the man. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________                   

 

I will make a shelter over your corpse 

 

43                                
     iw      =i           r    irt             niAi          Hr                XAt          =k   
    am     I       to    make      shelter    over          corpse    yours 
                   

Those found to be non-ankh, not pure, not viable, the mts , were burned to death and their 

remains were thrown into a hole in the ground with nothing to mark the grave or, if we are to 
judge from the description in columns 64-67, the corpses were thrown into the river.  
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

so that you will make envious another primitive Ba  
 

 

44                         45         
             sDdm             =k               ky           bA                 m                
  make envious     you       other        Ba          which is      primitive 
       
so that you will make envious another ba in weariness (Lichtheim) 

So that you make envious another ba which is weary. (Shupak) 
another soul envious in weariness. (Faulkner) 
scorn another soul as inert (Wilson) 

and you will make another soul in weariness envious (Nederhof) 
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Comments on the terms “nny”, “Xnnw”  and  “xt” 
 

The people who were regarded primitive were thought to be impotent, weary, weak, tired, inert  

and were depicted as sinking to ground from fatigue ; in rather the same way as we regard 
the archaic people idiots who believed that the lightning was sent to the ground by somebody 
residing on the clouds. 

 (singular),  (plural) were called the first people created and the term, as it 

seems, was also used for naming those considered savages. 
  

The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Ch. 93, opening lines 

 
Said Any: “O phallus of Ra, this which turned aside and 
destroyed the abnormalities responsible for the traits of the 

primitive ones, which were created by Bebon in the course of 
millions of years.” 

 
 

                                  
   i                Hnnw                   nwy      n        ra              nwd                                          
   O              phallus                   this      of        Ra       turned aside     

 ____________________________________________________________________ 
 

                                                                      
           Hdi         =f                                      xpr                     
(and) destroyed   he         abnormalities       creating             traits      
         

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

                                             
                               m                HH              m             bibi 
of the primitive ones      during  millions of years     by            Bebon                                                                                              

 
Translation by Peter Le Page Renouf 
 
Oh thou Phallus of Ra, who fliest from the storm, disablement ariseth 

from Baba.  
 

Translation by Raymond Faulkner 
 

O you phallus of Re, this which is injured by uproar; whose inertness 
came into being through Babai. 
 

Word for word translation by Wallis Budge 
 

Hail phallus that of Ra, advancing he destroyeth opposition. Come into 

existence things inert during millions of years from the god Baba. 
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The meaning of the term    according to the relevant entry in the Wörterbuch: 

 

 
 

Störung,  Unordnung; auch Aufruhr, innerer Krieg.  
Störung: disturbance, disruption  

Unordnung: disorder, mess. 

Aufruhr: turmoil, revolt, rebelion 

innerer Krieg: internal war 

 
In the extract from Faulkner’s dictionary, below, the term is translated as tumult, 

uproar and when applied to men it means Brawlers. 
 

 

 
 

     
 

It must be noted that the term also occurs followed by the ideogram of the Seth animal 

, ,  as a determinative sign, thus:  
 

 .  
  
 
 

 

God Seth, appearing as god bibi (Bebon to the ancient Greeks) in the 

passage above, is the symbol of the abnormal primitive people and thus his own symbol 
is an abnormal, unnatural, animal.  
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The text that follows was adapted from the book “Hieroglyphics, the writings of ancient 
Egypt” by Maria Carmela Betró. 
 
The name of the god whom the Egyptians associated with confusion and cosmic and social 

disorder is often expressed by the hieroglyph of a god with a human body and an animal’s head. 

This is the famous animal of Seth, itself a writing of the name, about whose zoological identity 

many theories have been put forward: ass, antelope, giraffe, okapi, and so on. It seems more 

probable that the animal is chimerical, a member of the fabled desert fauna. 

The zoomorphic variant is encountered frequently as determinative to a broad series of words, 

all connected to the idea of suffering, violence, and perturbation, including the atmospheric: 

even the words for tempest, rare occurrences in the stable Egyptian climate, carry this 

determinative. 

  
Seth animal 
 

The animal is made to appear unnatural on purpose. Old Kingdom examples already 
show the end of the straight tail as the feathered end of an arrow. 
 

As for the word   , the second term that leads to the incomprehensible renderings 

of the translators, it is used as a general term for all types of traits, body characteristics, 
facial features, and speaking habits; either they are those of the primitive ones, which 
are regarded as defective and abnormal, or those of the normal ones, that is, the pure 

ones (Axw  ), the “viables” and the gods. 

The references to khet, , are followed by their qualifying characterization in order to 

clarify the sort of khet being referred to. In the following example the word is in the 

singular : 
 

May not any defective trait prevail on him. 

 

                                          
   n            sxm      n                nbt          Dwt             im     =f 
 not         to prevail     khet      any      defective        on    him            
                                                                                                               (Ch. 83, E.Naville Todtenbuch) 

 

 

 

May not be created on me traits of those detested by gods.  
 

                                             
    nn               ir tw                 n=i                              
   not    to be created    on me    traits    
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   m           nw                       bwt           nTr(w) 

  of       those    (which) detest    the gods               
                                                                                      (Ch. 176, E.Naville Todtenbuch) 
 
 

(He) established on him the heritage of the traits of his father 
Osiris. 

 

                                       
          smn        tw          n=f                     ỉwat                m               
    established       on him        the heritage    of        
 

 

                                        
                          ỉt               =f            wsir 
   the traits    of  father     his       Osiris 
                                                                        (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Ch.18, plate 13, line 4) 

 

As regards the term in question,  , , there is a passage in the Myth 

of the Creation where the term nnw appears as the name of the first men to having 

been created. The myth is written twice in the Bremner-Rhind papyrus.   
The creator god says: 
 

   When I had come into being, being (itself) came into being, and all 
beings came into being after I came into being. Many were the beings 
which came forth from my mouth, before heaven came into being, before 
earth came into being, before the ground and creeping things had been 
created in this place. I put together (some) of them in the Primordial 

Waters as . 
      

                                                
     Ts.n =i           im   =sn        m           nw             m                

                                                   
       Ts.n =i            imy            m           nw       m               
Put together I   those in there      in the Premival Waters   as           
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Back to the “Dispute” text                                                        Column 45 
 

I shall make a shelter that will be cool 

 

45                     46             
      iw  = i           r    irt            niAi           ix              tm             =f          Hsw 
     am   I       to  make     shelter      then   be completely   it        cool      
  

it shall not be freezing  (Lichtheim) 

then you will not be cold, (Faulkner) 

now it must not be (too) cool (Wilson) 

 

The phrase , if rendered as not it cold deprives the passage of logical meaning. The 

shelter is to provide shade and coolness. Moreover, the shelter will be built to make jealous 
another Ba who is without shelter and hot. 
 

The verb , depending on the case, may be a negative verb or it may mean be complete, 

perfect, be closed. 

, he does not hear, actually means he is finished (with) hearing (Grammar §343). 

Therefore , can be taken to mean (the shelter) is finished (with) cooling up. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

so that you make envious another Ba which is hot. 
 

                    47         

           sDdm            =k          ky                 bA             nt                  tAw           
    make envious   you     other             ba        which is          hot 

 
 

qbHw, “The land of cool waters” Comments on the term  
 
 

The West is a cool place because it is called “The Land of cool waters” and therefore the Ba 
who will remain in the East would be hot and jealous of the Ba who was transferred to the West. 
The passage that follows is from the Book of the Dead.  
 

                                           
   ind          Hr  =Tn        nTrw        imy             Snyt                     
   Hail           to you         gods       into           the fenced 
 

 
 

                                                               
            qbHw                             nTrw            imy             imntt     
  land of cool waters                 gods             into           the West       
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            psDt           nTrw            imy             Xnw                pt 
(and) Ennead      of gods            into        the abode        of the sky 
  

                                                                     (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Chapter 79, plate 26, line 6) 
                                                                                                     

The word qbHw  , is composed of... 
 

 four phonograms :    q ,    b ,    H ,    w  
 

and five determinative signs:  

1.  a water pot with cool water pouring from it, 

2.  the sign for the water, 

3.  the ideogram for the pintail duck (water bird), 

4.  the three strokes signifying plural number, and 

5.  the ideogram for “ hill country”. 

The glyph  is used to determine the word “West”  indicating  that it  also names an 
earthly residence of the gods. 

The ideogram for the sky occurs in the word pt, “sky” the last word of the passage  

above. 
 

Earth ...  

Sky   ...  
 

The ancient redactors of the texts replaced the ideogram for the “hill country”  by the 
ideogram for the sky and when it was eventually established that the heavenly abode of 

the gods was also named  they removed the sky glyph and let the term with only the 

ideogram of the water pot. 
In the hand-copied characters of the Pyramid texts the term with only the ideogram of the pot 

 appears as  or  but it also occurs written by only the sign for 
the water pot, as in the following example from Utterance 510 taken from the pyramid of 
Merenre:  

Pyramid of Pepi I....                          

                                           aAw                qbHw     
                  the doors   of the Cool Waters  
 

Pyramid of Merenre...                                   
                                            aAw                   qbHw     
                                        the doors   of the Cool Waters 
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Faulkner translates the sign as Firmament or Sky while Allen prefers Cool Waters as 
above! 
 
 

Back to the “Dispute” text                                                        Column 47 
 

 
I shall drink water at the pond, I will heap up hay, (Nederhof) 
 

           48                   

     swr     =i      mw       Hr                 bAbAt                                Tsy         =i          Sw[yt]  
 drink     I    water    in            water hole                     raise,       I           hay 

                                                                                      lift up      

I will raise up shade (Faulkner)                  Swi  means (be) dry,  Sw  means dry, dried 

over which I made a shade (Lichtheim)           Swyt means shadow, shade 

and shall… (Wilson)                          Raising up hay has to do with food but not so raising up shade. 
I will heap up hay, (Wilson)       

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

so that you make envious another ba that hungers (Lichtheim) 

 

49                                                 
       sD(d)m   =k    ky                    bA              nty             Hqr 
make envious  you other        Ba           who is     hungry  
 

               

Hunger and filth eating 
 

 

Low class “humans” went hungry so much in the East as in the West because they are known to 
have been complaining that the gods made them eat excrements. Filth consuming is mentioned 
only scarcely in the Pyramid Texts but in those written on the Coffins the relative passages 
commence with Spell 173, continue in the next 46 Spells and they still occur sporadically 
beyond Spell 220. The following passage is from Spell 173 (III 48d). 
 

I will not eat for you this filth that came out of the hinder parts of the 
god. 

                       

   nn             wnm          =i          n =Tn               Htp-kA           pw       
 not          eat          I      for you      excrement     this       
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          pr                m            pHwy                r             nTr 

  coming out    from  hinder parts     of     the god 

 

According to the Wörterbuch (extract on next page) (satisfaction of Ka, relief) is a 

euphemism for “excrement of humans”…  Als Euphemismus für den Kot des Menschen 

 

 
                     B3C 

                   
 
 
But as you see above, in the passage from the Coffin Texts, the same 
euphemism is used for the excrements of the gods and, besides, in copy 
B3C of the Spell in question, the god Osiris is mentioned, instead of just 
“the god”. 
 
 
 

Wsir, Osiris 
 
 

 

Back to the “Dispute” text                                                        Column 49 
 
             

If you hold me back as (an) mt in this present form 
 

…49 50                            

       ir      ihm (him)          =k        wi          r           mt           m         pA             
     if     detain,            thou    me       as         mt         in       this,        form 
          hold back                                                                 present, 

                                                                                                                today’s 

But if you lead me toward death in this manner, (Lichtheim, Shupak) 

If you hold me back from death in this manner, (Faulkner) 

If thou delayest me from a death of this fashion. (Wilson) 

But if you restrain me from a death in this form, (Nederhof) 
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The translators treat the word form, appearance, in exactly the same way 

they treated the word  form, appearance, in column 39 above. They are happy 

only with shapeless immaterial dead people and formless ghosts, souls and spirits  
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
you will not find your place in the West. 
 

  51                                     
 nn            gm       =k             xnt             =k       Hr      s       m          imnt      
not         find     you        place        yours   on     it     in      the West 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Be patient, my Ba, my brother, until my new self is created  
 

 

52                                     
          wAH       ib=k           bA       =i           sn =i         r        xprt              iwaw          =i 
         be patient         Ba     mine    brother   until  created      successor  mine 
                                                                          mine 
 

The man coming out of the Hall of Judgment is a new man, the successor (the 
assembled/reassembled one), the continuation of the man who entered the hall. In the next 

column he is regarded as a dual person ( ) and in column 83 the “successor” appears as a 
man who left his house and on his return was someone else. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

he will be offering, standing by the tomb at the day of burial 
 

 

53                        54  
      Drp.ty-fy        aHa.t(y)-fy          Hr          Hɜt                 hrw               qrs 
    offering        standing       at     the tomb       the day       of burial 
 

Offering and standing by the grave was obviously the duty of a respected person. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
satisfied by the abode in the land of the gods 

    

         55         

             sAy       =f                    Hnkyt                    nt          Xrt ntr 
   satisfied   he                   bed                      of      god’s land 

                                      abode                              the West 
 
having prepared the bier of the graveyard. (Lichtheim) 
that he may prepare a bier for the necropolis.(Faulkner) 
so that he may prepare the bed of the cemetery.(Wilson) 
will wish a bier at the necropolis.(Nederhof) 
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As regards the verb , which is rendered as to prepare, the following extract from 

Faulkner’s dictionary shows that the meaning to prepare was invented in order to conform to the 
translators’ understanding of the meaning of this particular phrase. 

        
Leb. 54 means 54th column of the “Dispute” text. 
 
The following extract is from Mark Vygus dictionary. 

 

 As shown below, in an extract from Wallis Budge’s dictionary, the word Hnkyt is translated as 

bed, couch, bed coverlet although the ideogram of the house  is also used as determinative 
sign. 
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Be patient, my ba, my brother, until my heir comes, one who will make offerings, who will stand 
at the tomb on the day of burial, having prepared the bier of the graveyard. (Lichtheim) 
 
Be so kind, my soul, my brother, as to become my heir who shall make offering and stand at the 
tomb on the day of burial, that he may prepare a bier for the necropolis.(Faulkner) 
  
So be patient my soul and my brother, until my heir has appeared, he who will make offerings 
and will stand at the grave on the day of burial, so that he may prepare the bed of the 
cemetery.(Wilson) 
 
Be favourable, my soul, my brother, to what will happen! An heir who will make offerings 
and stand at the tomb shaft on the day of burial will wish a bier at the necropolis.(Nederhof) 

____________________________________________________ 
 
Second speech of the man; Columns 33 - 55.  Resulting translation 
 

I said “I will not get away from it! Is the chance to improve one’s social 
status to be neglected? “ 
Assuredly, by running away there would be no assembling for you.  
            
Every prisoner says:   “I will seize you, for you are an mt, an outcast, but 
your identity is that of a viable, of a patrician” 
 
Yonder is the place for settling down, the guide of the heart; the West is 
home.   A  Voyage       ….. 
 
If my Ba listened to me, that I possess no wrong figure, and he could 
agree with me, he would succeed in reaching the West. 
I can make him reach the West like one of those who live in there and 
whose pyramid stands, a survivor, over his grave 
 
I will make a shelter over your corpse so that you will make envious 
another primitive Ba. 
I shall make a shelter that will be perfectly cool so that you will make 
envious another Ba which is hot. 
I shall drink water at the pond, and I will heap up hay, so that you make 
envious another ba that hungers. 
 
 If you hold me back as an mt, in this present form, you will not find your 
place in the West. 
Be patient, my Ba, my brother, until my new self is created.    
He will be someone offering while standing by the tomb at the day of 
burial, satisfied by the abode in the land of the gods. 


